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Learning each language requires its own challenges.  One such challenge is the problem with 

language grammar.  There are different ways to solve such problems.  Here's the first thing 

about the issues: 

 

Difficult to understand rules 

Learning a new language as a second language presents a challenge for each student.  In 

particular, this is a system of rules that are subject to and cause a lot of difficulties.  That is, 

the differences between a new language and an adapted language.  For example, comparing 

Uzbek and English, the differences between these two language grammar are significantly 

larger.  if we take only one time, there are 16 times in English.  There are 3 main times in 

English: the past, the present and the future.  In English, these times are divided into 4: 

 Current (now simple times) 

 Past (o'tgan zamon) 

 Future 

The future of the past 

It turns out that formulations of each era are not only divided into species, but also contain 

several unique elements.  Difficulty comparing times, diamonds, follow-up statements, 

quality, verbs, and horses can cause various problems.  Not only these, but there are also 

differences between the two languages. 

For example: 

There is no rod form in Uzbek and English.  This form is available in Russian and German, 

and its complexity may be a problem in language learning. 
1 These differences can present a lot of challenges for a student.  In addition, in these options, 

words differ in both sense and shape. 

Learning to speak English fluently can be difficult, especially if this is not your first language.  

As a new learner, you will have many difficulties learning English as a second language.  Even 

native speakers often make mistakes due to differences and complexities in the language. 
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However, there are several ways to solve the problems that students face when speaking 

English.  One of the most effective ways to solve such problems is to hire an online English 

teacher. 

This often creates difficulties, especially changing verbs and understanding when it should be 

used in different situations.  English has the largest vocabulary in all languages, and for 

English speakers it can be very confusing. 

 

2. Lack of vocabulary 

Another main reason is the lack of vocabulary. 

This often creates difficulties, especially changing verbs and understanding when it should be 

used in different situations.  English has the largest vocabulary of any language, and this can 

be very confusing for English speakers. 

It is very difficult to understand its grammar well by simply learning the language. It is not 

enough to memorize grammar, read books on grammar, or repeatedly attend boring grammar 

classes to learn English grammar easily. The first step in making it easier to learn grammar 

is to understand the contents of each of its rules, feeling the construction of language grammar 

throughout your body. In a word, to learn grammar, you need to understand it at the level of 

your ability to feel it throughout your body, to incorporate that concept into your mental life. 

How to do this? Imagine that you want to study the topic of thigh (the numeral) in English 

grammar. To do this, you should not be limited to just reading the rules about the number. 

Take a pen and a new sheet in your hand and create for yourself the simplest, most 

understandable, most interesting rule you can imagine about the subject. If necessary, write 

additional insights. May it not be as complicated as in the books, but let it be natural in 

harmony with your views! You will see that the concepts of the thigh theme will begin to 

appear that are appropriate, understandable, and convenient for you to learn importantly. 

Thus, by adapting each topic to yourself, you will begin to learn English grammar easily based 

on your desires, styles, and views. The important thing is not the external environment. Most 

importantly, your attitude toward what you are doing! 

 

3. Learn your learning. 

In what way will you learn better? Understand this well. Some learn well by hearing, by seeing 

or performing. If you have an easy to learn by hearing grammatical rules yourself, you can 

record the sound of your reading on your phone dictophone and then listen to it all day. Learn 

English grammar using slides and video lessons if you learn well by viewing. If it's easier for 

you to learn by doing so, try to do more of your topic exercises than usual and apply the 

grammar rule learned more in practice. 

 

4. Make good use of your current knowledge. 

Are you fluent in Russian? If you know, you can make the most of this knowledge in the process 

of learning English! You know very well how close Russian grammar is to English grammar. 

You can use this mutation to acquire new knowledge by comparing the two languages. How 

many new concepts can you master in the process of carefully studying the similarities or 

differences between English and Russian grammar! 
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5. Learn with a friend. 

It is much more effective to learn how to compete with someone when it comes to learning 

alone, or to learn how to share an opinion. Keep in touch with a friend who is learning English 

grammar as much as possible. Frequently ask questions about a grammar topic with him. If 

you do not have a close acquaintance or friend to study English grammar together, you can 

find such a partner as a peer studying in local language centers, students in the field of science 

you are studying, and, in the most difficult cases, users of English learning sites over the 

Internet, such as members of English learning groups on the odnoclassical site. The search 

will always be possible! 

Do not be afraid to make a mistake. 
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